PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION MINUTES

City Council Chambers
July 20, 2021
5: 30 P. M.
MEMBERS PRESENT:

Frankie Parson, Patrick Noon, Cody Sage, Bernd ( Dutch)
Deblouw, Chad Harkey, Heath Hamberlin and Patrick O' Rear

MEMBERS ABSENT:

Jason Jones and Ryan Baumgardner

STAFF PRESENT:

Michael Shirley, Angela Choy, Anna Scott and Teresita Pinon

I.

Call to Order

Frankie Parson, Chairperson, called the meeting to order at 5: 30 pm.
II.

Invocation

III.

Pledge of Allegiance

IV.

Approval of June 15, 2021 P& Z Minutes
MOTION:

Patrick Noon motioned for approval of the June 15, 2021 minutes.

SECOND: Chad Harkey seconded the motion.
VOTE:
The motion carried unanimously ( 7- 0).
V.

Citizen Comment
None

VI.

Regular Agenda

A. CONSIDER application # P21- 05 Wang investments Addition filed by Richard
Henson to plat approximately 2. 386 acres of part of Block 6 of Thomas Manor
Unit No. 5 into 9 lots located south of Wain Drive and west of Gene Drive.

Angela Choy presented the staff report.
The applicant has not installed the fire protection, water and sewer services or
provided an estimate for the required infrastructure with a letter of credit prior
to the Planning and Zoning Commission Meeting.
Staff

recommends

approval

with

the

condition

that

an

estimate

for fire

protection, water, and sewer services be provided along with a letter of credit

for the amount or the infrastructure be installed prior to filing the plat.
Chairperson Frankie Parson asked staff what the size restrictions were for TF2 ( two

family) zoning.

Angela Choy explained the applicant submitted prior to the adoption of the UDC
and therefore his application was grandfathered and fell under the previous
zoning ordinance.
Heath Hamberlin asked staff whether a letter of credit for those services was

typical for the platting process.
Angela Choy confirmed it was and explained an applicant typically either
installs all the infrastructure, such as fire hydrants, water and sewer services or

they provide an estimate with a letter of credit.
The applicant, Richard Henson, was not present.
Public hearing opened for discussion.

No one was present to speak in support or in opposition of the request.
Public hearing was closed.
MOTION:

Patrick Noon motioned to approve # P21- 05 based on

the staff recommendation
approval.
SECOND:
VOTE:

that the condition be included in the

Chad Harkey seconded the motion.
The motion carried unanimously ( 7- 0).

B. A PUBLIC HEARING will be held to consider application # Z21- 13 filed by
American Electric Power ( AEP) requesting a rezone from Agricultural ( A) to
Heavy Industrial ( 1- 2) Zoning District for approximately 5. 33 acres of Abstract
256 M Mann Survey Tract 3- 02 Section 1 located at the west intersection of W
Loop 281 and Jaycee Drive.
Angela presented the staff report.
The applicant is requesting a rezone for approximately 5. 33 acres of Abstract
256 M Mann Survey Tract 3- 02 Section 1 from Agricultural ( A) to Heavy
Industrial ( 1- 2) Zoning District located at the west intersection of W Loop 281
and Jaycee Drive. The applicant would like to construct a telecom office and
shop.

Loop 281 is classified as a principal arterial roadway and this type of
development is appropriate along this roadway as long as access management
is followed.

Staff finds the proposed change is consistent with surrounding uses; therefore,
it does not

constitute

spot zoning.

The architect for the project, Bryan McNew,
questions from the Commissioners.

was present to answer any

Patrick Noon asked where the applicant planned to park the trucks once the
telecom office and shop were built.
Mr. McNew explained the building would be very small and would be used for
the sole purpose of installing radio and telephone equipment into the trucks.

The service bays and office would be air conditioned. There would not be any
oil changes or heavy maintenance happening in the building. It would be strictly
for telecom equipment installation. He further explained there were a total of

four projects for the applicant and once the Shreveport project was setup, the
trucks would be more dispersed and less concentrated in Longview.

Public hearing opened for discussion.
No one was present to speak in support or in opposition of the request.
Public hearing was closed.
MOTION:

Dutch Deblouw motioned to approve # Z21- 13.

SECOND:

Heath Hamberlin seconded the motion.

VOTE:

The motion carried unanimously ( 7- 0).

C. A PUBLIC HEARING will be held to consider application # PD21- 01 filed by
TEEBO PROPERTIES LLC to amend # PD88- 01 to allow for an expansion of

the existing carwash for approximately 0. 557 acres of Abstract
Robinson Survey Tract 34 Section 3 located at 3325 Gilmer Road.

177 WM

Angela presented the staff report.
The applicant is requesting to amend # PD88- 01 to allow for an expansion of
the existing carwash for approximately 0. 557 acres of Abstract 177 WM
Robinson Survey Tract 34 Section 3 located at 3325 Gilmer Road.
The existing carwash has 6 bays with one row of vacuum bays to the west. The

applicant is proposing five additional wash bays and one office; they will
remove one wash bay from the existing structure and will relocate the vacuum
bays toward the west property line. This would be a total of 10 wash bays with

8 vacuum bays. Through the development process, all other city codes will be
met.

Gilmer Road is a TXDOT and principal arterial roadway. Principal arterial
roadways are designed to provide a high degree of mobility, service relatively
high

traffic

volumes,

have high operational

speeds

and

service

a

significant

portion of through travel. This use is appropriate for this area, as long as access
management is followed.

Staff finds the proposed zoning change is consistent with surrounding uses;
therefore, it does not constitute spot zoning.
Dutch Deblouw asked staff whether the entrance would stay the same and
whether the first building would stay in the same place. He also asked staff to
verify whether the applicant was just adding to the back of the property.
Angela Choy verified that was correct. She explained the applicant would
actually be removing one of the bays to the south that is too close to the
property lines and the other buildings. The carwash will then have 5 bays in the
front instead of 6. An additional 5 bays will be added in the back where the

vacuums are now. The applicant would also add vacuums along the back
property line with the office.
Heath

Hamberlin

asked

staff

whether

the

bays

would

be

self -wash

or

automated.

Angela Choy clarified the bays would all be self -wash

The applicant, Michael Arnold, 319 McFarren Rd, Hallsville, TX, was present.
Heath Hamberlin

asked the applicant whether the removal of the southmost

bay would result in the ability to drive completely around the bays.
Mr. Arnold responded the carwash is a one- way drive.
Chairperson
improvements

Frankie

Parson

asked the applicant

whether there would be

made to the entrance and exit of the carwash.

Mr. Arnold explained they would stay as they are.
Public hearing opened for discussion.
No one was present to speak in support or in opposition of the request.
Public hearing was closed.
MOTION:

Patrick Noon motioned to approve # PD21- 01.

SECOND:

Chad Harkey seconded the motion.

VOTE:

The

motion

carried unanimously ( 7- 0).

D. A PUBLIC HEARING will be held to consider application # PD21- 02 filed by
Johnson &

Pace Incorporated to amend the site plan for construction of a

self- storage/ mini warehouse for Lot 1, Block 1 of Superior Storage
Subdivision located at 3821 McCann Road.
Commissioners

Frankie Parson and Heath Hamberlin recused themselves

from the meeting while agenda item D was discussed and voted on.
Angela presented the staff report.

The applicant is requesting to revise the site plan for PD19- 01 to allow for
self- storage/ mini warehouses. This development is located at the southwest

intersection of Spring Hill Road and McCann Road.

The previously approved Planned Development site plan showed two selfstorage/ mini warehouse buildings with an office building totaling 100, 000
square feet. Each building was to be approximately 50,000 square feet in size
and be split- level two story. The applicant is proposing to increase the
conditioned storage area to 125, 000 square feet and increase the maximum

building height of the second building to 3 stories. The previous plan showed
a proposed second driveway for emergency access only and that driveway
has been removed.

All conditions on the previous planned developments will remain the same
including: If the applicant were to ever install a fence along McCann Road,
the fence would be required to be a decorative wrought iron fence with
masonry columns; no outside storage of vehicles, trailers, recreational

vehicles or anything similar will be allowed at this site. The buildings will have

a minimum front setback of 30 feet from the front property line and 10 feet
from the rear and side property lines. The buildings will be metal buildings
with metal roofs, however, the building will be partially clad with masonry
veneer with synthetic plaster veneer panels ( stucco like). A portion of the
exterior will have smooth -faced panels in the porch. These porches will be
entryways into the buildings. They will have one monument sign not to
exceed 50 square feet that will be constructed to match the look -and -feel of

the building.

The applicant will adhere to the landscape plan that was previously approved.
They will maintain a landscape area along McCann Road. Shrubs have been
planted in a manner where they will grow into a solid hedge. There will be
additional shrubs planted in areas along McCann Road where there is a

building separation. Also, they will maintain a green space area on the north
side of this property closest to Spring Hill Road.
To the rear of the property, the applicant has preserved some trees and
provided

an

8 foot solid wood fence along the

rear

and

side

property lines

with a minimum 10 foot buffer area. All landscaping will meet requirements

set forth in the zoning ordinance and through the development process the
developer will meet all City of Longview codes.

There is an existing oil field access road on the southern portion of this lot
and it will be shared with this development.

McCann Road is maintained by the City of Longview and is a collector

roadway. This type of development is appropriate, as long as access
management is followed.

Staff finds that this proposed zoning change is consistent with the future land
use map; therefore, it does not constitute spot zoning.
The applicant' s representative, Jeff Hamilton, 1201 W Loop 281, was present.
Dutch Deblouw asked the applicant whether this project would be adding a
third story to an existing two- story building.
The applicant explained the project was for a new building.
Cody Sage asked the applicant to clarify whether the building had already
been approved and the request was to add another story to the building.
Angela Choy stated that was correct. The second building had been approved
as a two- story, split- level building. She further explained the applicant' s
request included an additional story, additional square footage and the

removal of the second driveway.
Dutch Deblouw asked whether the second driveway was required by the fire
department.

Angela Choy stated that was correct.
Public hearing opened for discussion.
No one was present to speak in support or in opposition of the request.
Public hearing was closed.
MOTION:

Dutch Deblouw motioned to approve # PD21- 02.

SECOND:

Cody Sage seconded the motion.

VOTE:

The

motion

carried unanimously ( 5- 0).

Commissioners Frankie Parson and Heath Hamberlin rejoined the meeting for
agenda item E.

E. A PUBLIC HEARING will be held to consider application # S21- 06 filed by Jaime
Raul Gonzalez requesting a Specific Use Permit to allow for a One -Family
Dwelling in a Heavy Commercial ( C) Zoning District for Lot 11 Block 3 of View
Crest Addition located at 2302 East Street.

Angela presented the staff report.
The applicant is requesting a Specific Use Permit ( SUP) to allow for a One Family Dwelling in a Heavy Commercial ( C) Zoning District.

A Specific Use Permit is required for One -Family Dwellings in a Heavy
Commercial ( C) zoning districts to ensure no negative impact on surrounding
properties. There is a One -Family Dwelling unit located directly to the north of
this property.

East Street is a local roadway and maintained by the City.
Staff finds the proposed zoning change is consistent with the comprehensive
plan and surrounding uses; therefore, it does not constitute spot zoning.
The applicant' s representative, Kelly Flatt, was present. Mr. Flatt explained the
applicant planned to build a 1300- 1400 square foot single- family home on the
property.

Public hearing was opened for discussion.
No one was present to speak in support or in opposition of the request.
Public hearing was closed.
MOTION:

Heath Hamberlin motioned to approve # S21- 06.

SECOND:

Dutch Deblouw seconded the motion.

VOTE:

The motion carried unanimously ( 7- 0).

F. A PUBLIC HEARING will be held to consider application # S21- 07 filed by
Adrian Perez Loera requesting a Specific Use Permit to allow for a Two -Family
Dwelling ( Duplex) in Heavy Commercial ( C- 2) Zoning District for Lot 3 Block 3
of International
Angela

Railroad Cc located at 604 East Methvin Street.

presented

the staff report.

The applicant is requesting a Specific Use Permit ( SUP) to allow for a Two -

Family Dwelling ( Duplex) in Heavy Commercial ( C- 2) Zoning District located at
604 East Methvin.

Duplexes are not permitted by right in Heavy Commercial ( C- 2) zoning districts.
They are allowed with a Specific Use Permit to ensure no negative impact on
surrounding properties

Currently, the building is vacant; previously, however, there have been many
uses in this building including single family.

East Methvin Street is a local roadway and maintained by the City of Longview.
Residential

uses are appropriate

along this roadway

as long as access

management is followed.

Staff finds the proposed zoning change is consistent with the comprehensive
plan and surrounding uses; therefore, it does not constitute spot zoning.

The applicant' s representative, Alex Perez, was present. He explained the
applicant planned to build a duplex on the property.

Pat O' Rear asked whether there were residential houses currently there.
Angela Choy stated there were single- family homes on the next block over at
the corner of Fourth Street and Methvin Street as well as at the corner of Third

Street and Methvin Street. She explained this part of the city is older and there
are a mix of uses in this neighborhood.

Cody Sage asked whether residential zoning was needed adjacent to the
property or just in the general area.
Angela Choy stated the latter was correct.

Heath Hamberlin asked how long the property had been vacant.
Angela Choy stated the property had caught on fire at one point and had been

sitting vacant for a number of years.
Public hearing opened for discussion.
No one was present to speak in support or in opposition to the request.
Public hearing was closed.
MOTION:

SECOND:

Patrick Noon motioned to approve # S21- 07.
Dutch Deblouw seconded the motion.

VOTE:

The motion carried unanimously ( 7- 0).

G. A PUBLIC HEARING will be held to consider application # S21- 08 filed by
Robby Greenlee requesting a Specific Use Permit to allow for a Spa, Salon or

Barber Shop in Office ( 0) Zoning District for the west portion of Lot 3 Block 2
of Walnut Hill Professional Center located at 905A Walnut Hill Drive.

Angela presented the staff report.
The applicant is requesting a Specific Use Permit ( SUP) to allow for a Spa,

Salon or Barber Shop in Office ( 0) Zoning District. A Specific Use Permit is
required for Spa, Salon or Barber Shop in Office ( 0) zoning districts to ensure
no negative impact on surrounding properties.
The overall site has a shared parking and access agreement between all four
buildings. Looking at the minimum parking requirements set forth in the UDC,
it requires 1 parking space for every 200 square feet for Spa, Salon or Barber
Shop and 1 parking space for every 300 square feet for office uses. Based on
those calculations, the overall site is required 28 parking spaces and has 35
parking spaces which is more than what is required.

Walnut Hill is a local roadway and maintained by the City of Longview.
Staff finds the proposed zoning change is consistent with the comprehensive
plan; therefore, it does not constitute spot zoning.
This request came before the Planning and Zoning Commission on May 18,
2021, and the Commission took no action on the request for the SUP.

Patrick Noon asked staff whether a similar situation, e. g. another beauty shop
wanting to use another part of the same building, would have to be presented
to the Commission.

Angela Choy stated that would be the case

Patrick Noon asked staff to clarify whether or not an approval of this request
would open up the zoning of the building for anything else.

Angela Choy stated this request was specifically for 905A Walnut Hill.
Heath Hamberlin asked staff whether there would be enough parking if either
attached building were changed and downgraded to 200 square feet per
parking

spot.

Angela Choy explained staff would have to conduct the calculations and make
them apparent in the staff report. Staff would most likely advise an applicant to

look elsewhere in order for them to have the appropriate amount of parking at
that point.

The applicant, Robby Greenlee, was present. He read the following statement
for the record:

My name is Robby Greenlee from 905A Walnut Hill. The plan for 905A Walnut
Hill is a salon and med spa with operators in individual rooms. Medical spas

offer procedures that must be performed by a physician including injectables
like Botox, chemical peels, light and laser treatments, acne, aging skin, hair

removal and so on. Salons and med spas by definition are licensed by the State
of Texas and must pass routine examinations to ensure proper operating
procedures are maintained. The goal is to create a destination where residents

can luxurious treatments and medical procedures at one location. This is a
professional business and will be maintained as such. Being part of the Wall
Hill Professional

Center, it has its own set of rules and regulations to ensure all

owners adhere to the professionalism of the area. Services are offered by

appointment only. No walk- in or retail traffic is allowed. Hours are to be Monday
through

Friday 9- 6 and Saturday 9- 1.

As mentioned

before parking spot

requirements for the business exceed the number of required spaces as set

forth in the Longview Unified Development Code. Any business that goes in the
location is going to create more vehicles in the area. This is a professional
operation and will have traffic patterns that mimic doctors' and dentists' offices

due to the appointment only and high -end services offered. Building presence
from the road would be the same as it is now. The Walnut Hill Professional

Center would have the same look as it does now. There will be no signs,

banners, etcetera that aren' t already in place now as regulated by the
Professional Center' s rules. Appointment only operators already have a client
base and would primarily use word of mouth and web presence to attract

clients. This is a Special Use Permit as stated, for a Spa, Salon or Barber Shop
only with a med spa being part of that. It is an allowable business but it does
require rezoning and a special permit. This does not change the office zoning
rules or requirements. The special permit will not have a domino effect opening
the door for other business types, as only the ones allowed are set forth in the
Longview UDC. It is my opinion that only high -end procedures and services are
feasible in this location due to operating costs and the size of the location;
therefore, a future change of business types, even under one of these

designations doesn' t make sense, it would fail, in my opinion. I appreciate
everyone' s time and consideration in this motion."

Patrick O' Rear asked whether there were residential houses directly behind the
building in question.

Mr. Greenlee stated there were none, only other medical

or professional

offices.

Dutch Deblouw asked how many operators Mr. Greenlee would have.

Mr. Greenlee stated the goal was to have 4 or 5. If a medical professional
worked there, they would require a different amount of space depending on
what equipment they needed.

Dutch Deblouw asked whether there would be a barber working there.
Mr. Greenlee explained that under the definition for a salon, there cannot be a

barber without having a dual license and his goal was to have a salon license.
Additionally, there can only be one masseuse in a spa, but barbers are not
allowed. The salon would be set up as individual licensed salons. The common
areas would be maintained, and each operator would work inside their own
room.

Heath Hamberlin asked what business operated in the space before the
applicant.

Mr. Greenlee stated it used to be a dentist' s office.

Heath Hamberlin asked how long it had been vacant.
Mr. Greenlee stated he had learned about the property in January.

Cody Sage asked whether Mr. Greenlee' s proposed use violated any
restrictions or covenants for the Center?
Mr. Greenlee stated it would not.

Chad Harkey asked how many customers Mr. Greenlee anticipated per hour,
on average.

Mr. Greenlee explained

the salon would operate on a 1: 1 ratio and it would

depend on what service or procedure the customer was receiving. He further

explained it would be set up to be a high -end salon to limit traffic by providing
services by appointment only.

Patrick O' Rear asked if Mr. Greenlee was considering extensive remodeling?
Mr. Greenlee stated the plan was to remodel to match the business, whether it
be a salon or an office, in which case he would rent out the space.
Patrick O' Rear asked Mr. Greenlee if he had

a

timeline.

Mr. Greenlee responded he felt confident everything could be done within a
month or two.

Dutch Deblouw asked Mr. Greenlee to clarify whether he' d be renting out the
space if the request were denied.

Mr. Greenlee explained the Specific Use Permit was required for him to move

forward with his business plan. The space was chosen because it already has
sinks and drains which are needed for a salon. If the request were denied, he
would lease the space to someone else.

Cody Sage asked how many parking spots were dedicated to Mr. Greenlee' s
space.

Angela Choy stated there are seven.
Mr. Greenlee stated it was one short from qualifying on its own.

Cody Sage reiterated it was one short from qualifying on its own but the Center
as a whole made it compliant.

Dutch Deblouw commented he had driven by the property on two separate
occasions and had noticed all the spaces in the back were taken up both times.
In his view, salon customers would have to move to the front and that would

limit parking but that would occur regardless of what business went in there.

Mr. Greenlee pointed out salons are usually not busy on Monday. The salon
would be busier towards the end of the week and a lot of the neighboring
professionals are gone by then.
Public hearing was opened for discussion.

Chairperson Frankie Parson summarized emails in support received by the
Commission prior to the meeting. The authors stated they did not feel the salon
would create any more traffic than a doctor or dentist' s office and they had no
objections to the request.

Patrick Noon pointed out the authors both worked in the Center as CPAs.

Mark Dulweber, president of the Hollybrook Coves HOA, was present to speak
in opposition of the request. He stated traffic flow was a concern. He also stated

the neighbors were not interested in seeing the business morph into a tanning,
pedicure,

or other type

of

spa

in the future due to this zoning

change.

Patrick Noon asked Mr. Dulweber whether any traffic flow studies had been
conducted to know what percentage of the neighbor population actually uses
that road as an entrance or exit.
Mr. Dulweber

stated

he uses it to enter and exit the subdivision

and other

neighbors do the same. He mentioned there is quite a bit of curb parking down
the street.

Patrick Noon asked whether there were any major problems using that street
in the past when the building was occupied by doctors and other professionals
like CPAs.

Mr. Dulweber stated there was no problem but extra caution was necessary
because there are people getting in and out of their cars along the street.
Robert Hamilton, 4 Doctor Circle, was present to speak in opposition of the
request. He asked staff what percentage of the city as a whole was zoned for
office use.

Angela Choy stated staff would have to conduct an analysis to answer that
question.

Mr. Hamilton stated he did not think it was a good idea to grant a Specific Use
Permit with the limited amount of office zoning in the city.

Angela Choy explained office uses are allowed in all commercial zoning
districts, office and above. It would be possible to put an office in a heavy
commercial zoning district by right.
Mr. Hamilton stated he felt the city should have more office zoning for lawyers,

doctors and other professionals as the city grew. He also mentioned the parking
was a concern for him.

Dr. Jeff Shelton, 905 Walnut Hill, was present to speak in opposition of the

request. He reiterated he had the same concerns with the parking as before
when the request was brought before the Commission in May. He also
mentioned he would like the building to be used by medical professionals as it
had been in the past.
Patrick Noon asked Dr. Shelton whether he knew how many employees they
had when it was a dentist' s office.
Dr. Shelton
providers.

responded

there was a hygienist

and himself for a total of two

Patrick O' Rear asked Dr. Shelton how congested the road was Monday through
Friday.
Dr. Shelton responded there is usually cars parked in the no parking area. He
explained some providers had signs up for patients to park in specific spots to
help patients, especially the older ones, from having to park on the street where
it is less safe.

Patrick O' Rear asked Dr. Shelton whether this was a parking issue or a
business issue.

Dr. Shelton responded it was both as it is a medical professional complex and
he would prefer that it continue to be that way.

Ann Brown, 3203 Celebration Way, was present to speak in opposition of the
request. She explained there already is a parking issue because people ignore
the no parking signs at all hours of the day and every day of the week. This
creates a dangerous situation when driving down the road and the cars pull out
of the spaces without warning. In her opinion, there is a whole lot of traffic and
there is no need for more.

Martha Cochran, Celebration Way, was present to speak in opposition of the
request. She explained

she moved into the neighborhood

to be close to the

medical facilities. Parking was one of her concerns but she also wishes to see
the offices in the building to stay medical, for Longview' s sake.

Chairperson Frankie Parson summarized some opposition emails received by
the Commission from residents of the neighborhood. The concerns included

parking issues, heavy traffic through the neighborhood,
future evening and weekend hours of operation.

and the possibility of

Heath Hamberlin asked staff whether offering acupuncture or Botox services
would make the salon fall under the category of medical office and not retail.

Angela Choy clarified the Specific Use Permit request was specifically for spa,
salon, or barbershop use, not retail. An office use would still be allowed if the
request was approved.

Heath Hamberlin

asked staff to clarify whether each individual

use Mr.

Greenlee outlined would make the office fall under a specific use category as
none of them would be allowed under the existing zoning.

Angela Choy stated that was correct and explained the current office zoning
would allow the space to be used as a doctor' s office, a CPA, an engineer' s
office

or other office

use.

Heath Hamberlin asked if offering Botox would mean a doctor would have to
be doing the injections for it to be licensed under the office.
Angela Choy stated that was correct.
Heath Hamberlin asked whether there would be any restrictions on the number
of operators allowed if the request were granted.

Angela Choy stated the operators would have to follow state guidelines.
Dutch Deblouw asked whether the Specific Use Permit would stay with the
building regardless of ownership if it was granted.
Angela Choy stated that was correct because the SUP is based on the land.
Dutch Deblouw asked if a barber shop could move in after the request was
granted and the space was rented out.

Angela Choy stated that was correct.
Tracy Vincent, 825 Jimmy Drive, was present to ask clarification from staff. He
asked whether anybody else could go in and change their hours of operation if
the building were sold after the property was spot zoned.
Angela Choy clarified this would not result in spot zoning as the request was
for a SUP to allow for this use at this location. The request does go with the
land and if approved by both the Commission and City Council, and Mr.

Greenlee decided to sell the property, the SUP would go with the land. In other
words, the spa, salon, barbershop use would go with the piece of property.
Public hearing was closed.
MOTION:
SECOND:
OPPOSED:
VOTE:

VII.

Dutch Deblouw motioned to deny # S21- 08.
Pat O' Rear seconded the motion to deny.
Patrick Noon opposed the motion to deny.
The motion to deny carried ( 6- 1).

STAFF UPDATE

Angela Choy stated the item on Judson Road was approved by City Council.
Vill.

ADJOURN

Chairperson Frankie Parson adjourned the meeting

at 6: 24

pm.

AngelcyClyby, A. I. C. P.
City Pra< ner

